
China-with untapped gem Trapiche-The Fixed Star
potential

China, a major competitor of Indian economy,
who has been associated with the diamond and
gemstone cutting now for a long time has the
potential to become one ofthe leading suppliers
of gemstones to the world ma rket.

China is a big and geologically diverse country
that produces a wealth of minerals, which are
widely distributed in more than 20 provinces
mainly found along the eastern part running from
north to south.

Few of them are Heilongjiang, Jiangsu,
Shangdong, Fujian, Heinan, Xinjiang, Yunnan,
Sichuan, Qinghai, Hebei, Liaoning, Taiwan,
Beij ing, cuangdong, Guanxi, etc.

Few of the gemstones found in China include
Diamond, Sapphire (dark blue, yellowish green,
blulsh green), Ruby, Emerald, Aquamarine,
Tourmaline (various colours), Garnet (pyrope,
almandine, dema ntoid, colour changlng),
Peridot, Nephrite, ......and much more untapped
d epos its.

Pearls and other organic gem materials like Jet,
Coral, and Amber are also found in China but we
wiJl restrict ourselves to inorganic gem materials
on y.

Emeralds in China have been found in Wenshan
district of Yunnan province with attractive bright
sha des of g reen colour.

The six spoke-like "rays" emanating from a
hexagonal center with the areas in between filled
with the green or red or white or otherwise as per
the stone in which it is developed. But the term
'trapiche' oriqinally associated with emeralds.

The word 'trapiche'in Spanish is used to describe
the spoked wheel used to g rind sugarcane.

These rays appear like asterism, but, unlike
asterism, they are stable at their positions. Also
these are not caused by reflection of light from
tlny parallel inclusions, but by the presence of
black carbonaceous impurities that happen to
form in the same pattern.

Recently at the Gem Testing Laboratory, we had
the opportunity to examine a suite of four such
Trapiche Emeralds, said to be cut from a single
crystal, courtesy l4ls Birla Enterprises.

The total weight of the suite was 40.82 carats and
the largest stone weighed 17.65 carats. All the
four specimens exhibited clear dark trapiche rays
along with an intense green body colour. The
cutting of the specimen was such that the
intersecting point of the rays was at the center.

All the examined specimens exhibited similar,
black emanating six rays with a variation in the
central core. The core varied from colourless to
m ilky wh ite to b lack to d a rk g reen .

The cores had a tapered appearance similar to a
cone, along the'c'axis of the specimen i.e. the
area of core kept increasing along the length,
There were some portions, which also gave a
strong sheen effect from the central milky white
coTe.

The tested samples mainly consisted many black
inclusions arranged along the horizontal axis of
the specimen giving the overall appearance of
black rays. Other inclusions seen were colourless
to milky white crystals, tube like inclusions
parallel to the 'c' axis, and jagged 3-phase
inclusions indicating Colombian origin the most
common source for trapiche emeralds. Deposits
are mainly located at Coscuez, La Pena and the
lvl uzo mining districts.
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Conlinued from page 1

Though huge roughs have been found. most of the
material is of cabochon grade due to poor
tra nspa rency.

Another emerald deposit has been discovered in
Western Mount Kunloon region of Xinjiang province
near the border of China and Pakistan. There are
reports of a mining area being located in the
Taxkorgan region in western Xinjiang Province.

Size of the crystals is too small, but quality is better.
lYuch material is traded in through Pakistan and
currently these emeralds are entering Indian
market too.

Aquamarine deposits in china are mainly found in

xinjiang province (Altai pegmatite area), Yunnan
province (Ailaoshan area), and Hunan province.

Quality ranges from transparent to translucent,
pale to darker sky blue with cat's eye.

Sapphires of mainly dark blue to greenish blue
colour are found along the eastern coastline from
north to south in Heilongjiang, Shangdong
(Changle County), Jiangsu (Liuhe County), Fujain
(Mingxi County) and Heinan (Wenchang County)
provinces. Due to the over saturated dark blue
colour, these sapphires are commonly heated to
lig hten the colou r.

Rubies found here are mainly of cabochon grade,
mined in Ailoshan District in Yunnan province.
These deposits extend to the Luc Yen ruby deposit
in Vietnam. Deposits of Ruby have also been found
in Xinjiang, Qinghai and Heilongjang provinces.

Diamonds have been discovered in Wafandian
district of Liaoning province, Mengyin district of
Shangdong province and alluvial deposits along
Yuanjiang River in Hunan province. Most of the
djamonds are small and only around 30-35 o/o is

gem quality.

Peridot from China is well known jn the gem trade
due to good colour and hjgh transparency. Peridot
deposits are found in Hebei, Jilin, Shangdong,
Fujian, Hainan provinces and Inner Mongolia. The
most important production is from Zhangjiangkou
County in Hebei province and in Jilin Province.
Colour varies from Yellowish green to Olive green.

Gem quality tourmalines have been discovered in
Xinjiang (Altai), Inner Mongolia, (Daqingshan),
Yunnan (Nujiang) and other places in China. Many
fancy coloured tourmalines are found including
pin k, shades of g reen, yellow a nd pa rti colou red.

Garnets include pyrope, almandine, demantoid
and colour changing varieties. Gem quality
transparent, deep blood red pyrope garnets with
good clarity are found in Jiangsu province. Purplish
almandine garnet is mined !n Xinjiang and Jilin
provinces, while bright green, transparent
demantoids of generally small sizes are found in
Xinjiang province and Tibet. Colour changing
garnets are mined in Xinjiang and Qinghai
provinces.

Nephrite from china is well known for severe
decades. Deposits are located in Xinjiang, Qinhai)-
Sichuan, Liaoning, and Taiwan.

Following are few gemstones, which have been
d iscovered in ch ina.

Stone Name Locations
. Coru ndu m-

(Sapphire /
Ruby)

Heilongjiang, Jilin, Qinqhai,
Shangdong, Fujian, Hainan,
Xnjiang, Yunnan,Sichuan,

Dia mo nd Liaoninq, Shanadonq, Hunan
. Beryl-

Aquamarine
Xinjiang, Inner f4ongolia, Hunan,
Yunnan

. Beryl- Emerald XinJrang, Y! nan
Peridot Hebei, Jilin, Shandong, Fujian,

Hainan, Inner Mongolia
. Tourmaline Inner l4onqo a, Xinjiang. Yunnan
. Garnet-(includinq

Almandine, Pyrope,
Colour Change,
Demantoid)

lilin, Jiangsu (Donghai) Liaoning,
Fujian (lvl ingxi County), Qinghai,
Xinjlanq (Junggar Bas n), Sichuan

. Nephrite Jade Xinjiang, Sichuan, Liaoning,
Taiwan. Oinahai

. Diopside Xinjiang, Yunnan

. Spodumene Xiniianq (Altai)

. Rhodonite Qinqhai

. Feldspar Amazonite Xinjianq (Altai), Yunnan

. Fluorite-Green,
Purple, Banded

Zhejiang, .liangsu, Xinjlang,
Jianqxi, Hunan

. Quartz (including
Rock Crystal,
Smoky, Aventurine,
Rose, Tiger's eye,
chalcedony)

Heinan, Guangxi, lilin, Jiangsu,
Inner l'longolia, Sichuan, Hainan,
Guizhou, Beijing, Heilongjiang,
Taiwan Liaoning, liangxi, Xinjian9,
Hunan, Shaanxi

. Iopaz Guangdong, Guanxi, Xinjiang,
Yunnan

Zlrcon- Fujan (Mingxi County), Hainan
(Penqlai)

. Turquoise Hubei, Henan, Anhui, Shaanxi
lvlalachite Guanqdonq, Hubei
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continued from page 2... continued from page T...

Formation

The exact formation
q uestion unanswered

process of trapiche is still a
but is a result of the growth of

A map showing various gem deposits in China.

Today, all these varieties might not be much
!,mportant with respect to the trade but definitely

reflects the gem diversity of Ch ina.

The quality of most of the gemstones found in
China is low and is smaller in size but some fine
qualities are also encountered like in case of
peridot, neph rite or garnets.

China has only recently been developing its gem
deposits. In the past/ some gem TesouTces were
explolted quickly in large quantities without
attention to quality, giving a negative connotation
to the Ch inese goods.

Early aquamarine mines, for example, often used
dynamite, fracturing the crystals so that cut gems
were either too small or fractu red.

Today, careful production of smaller quantjties

- and strict quaiity standards are changing China's
\reputation.

Geographically, china is a huge country with a
wealth of minerals, but the nature of operations
makes it difficult to pinpoint where gemstones
are being mined.

Few of the deposits are located at very high
altitudes and extreme climatic conditions, which
makes mining very difficult. Although china
carries such a wealth, but is not reflected in the
world market because ofthe sporadic supply.

The current finds and its position in-between
some of the major players in the world gem trade
can make China an important gem producer in
the world Gem trade.

an Emerald crystal with the dark impurities
oriented along specific horizontal crystallographic
axis.

It has been established that the formation of the
black rays was primary and not secondary (i.e.
inclusions formed during growth and not trapped
after the host grew). Trapiche may form due to
zones of difference in colour along the rays, or due
to growth of other mlneral inclusions (such as
lutite) or may form due to intergrowth of the same
mineral as the host with a slight difference in
growth.

Other Stones with Trapiche

Though the trapiche pattern is generally associated
with emeralds only, recent years have shown an
increase in the number of stones showing this
effect.

Myanmar has reported different types of trapiche
gemstones including Rubies and Sapphires.
Morganite (Beryl), Quartz, Aquamarine, creen
Tourmaline etc. There have also been specimen
reported which shows trapiche-the fixed ray star as
well as Asterism, j.e. moving six ray star in the
same specimen.

The pattern of Trapiche stones put them in a most
d esira b le g emston es cla ss. Althou g h th e
arrangement suggests that the star pattern formed
at the same time as the host crystals grew, the
exact detailed growth mechanism of the trapiche
gemstones cannot be explained at present.
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GTL completes 34 years....
The Gem Testing Laboratory is going to complete
34 years of service to the gem trade on 12'n of
August. For a remindet GTL came into existence
on 12'n of august 197 2 when the then chief minister
Shri Barkatullah Khan formally inaugurated it.

Chief N,4inister Shri Barkatullah Khan inaugurating the Gem
Testing Laboratory on 12"'August 1972.

In the decade of 1960's when science and
technology was at the stage of advancement all
over the world, affected the gemstones trade too,
with the introduction of many new minerals,
synthetics and treatm ents.

The leading Indian jewellers were in general
ignorant of the technological development outside
the country. At that time, to gain the faith of the
clients especially, who were involved in the foreign
trade, (Late) Padmashri Khailshankar Durlabhji
dreamt of a body that can provide a technical
backup to the Indian Gem and Jewellery Industry.

A few farsighted and dedicated people supported
this dream such as Shrl Manubhai shah, Shri K.V.
Dave, Shri. Khosla and Shri Jawaharlal Rakhyan
with the technical support of one of the world's
leading gemmologists, lYr. Basil W. Anderson of
Gemmological Association of Great Britain, who
worked out the basic requirements for a laboratory
at la ipu r.

The certification of gemstones started right from
GTL'S inception but could not provide the services
on a regular basis due to the lack of technical staff
in the country. But until the year 1990 when Smt.
Shyamala Fernandes took over as in charge, GTL
has made gradual progress in terms of certification
and tra in ing the manpower for the gem trade.

At present, GTL is working with four gemmologists
namely, Shrl Mustaqeem Khan, Shri Gagan
Choudhary, Smt. Meenu Vyas and Shri Chaman
Golecha. All these are well supported by the
Regional Director of GIEPC, Jaipur, Shri Sanjay
Singh.

Initially GTL started only with a Diploma course in
the year 1990, but now it offers number of courses
as per individual interest and requirements. The
courses include Correspondence Course in Gem
Identification, Certificate Course in Gem
Identification, Short Courses (Navratna, Specific
Stones like emerald etc.), Refresher Courses on
Synthetic and Enhancement for Ex- students,
Courses for GJEPC members- individual and group.
GTL is also an Allied Gem TutorialCentre (AGTC) for
training and conducting Gemmology Exams on
behalf of Gemmological Association of Great
Britain. GTL is the only laboratory in the country to
get "exemption" from the foundation examination
of Gem A, UK.

Certification of gemstones is the main activity of
GTL. Certification has been dlvided into different
categories as Single stones- Regular/ On The Spot,
Bead Strirgs, Packet Lots, etc.

In October 2002, a new category was introduced as
"On- Request", This category includes thev
certification of Treatments like Fracture Filling and
Heat Treatment in Corundum. But looking at the
needs, certification of Treatments on corundum
started on routine in l"'larch 2005.

As Jaipur is considered as the major gemstone
market, almost all types of gemstones are being
encountered including some new discoveries,
synthetics, treatments, etc. tl'erefore, certification
has become a lot more challenglng than ever before
like in 1980's or early 90's,

To cope up with the changing scenario, GTL has
prepared its own working and laboratory manuals
as standards to be followed n which all the rules,
conditions, and report wordings for natural,
synthetic, treated stones, etc. has been laid down,
which helps to keep the testing report neutral and
constant. This labo'ato-y manJal has beer-
prepared as per CIBJO 'utes a'd regulations, afterv
long and tough times spent on discussions and
inputs from different gemmologists in India and
abroad so as to keep the certlfication wordings
neutra l.

GTL has achieved a lot and has gained recognition
today, with the joint efforts of Shri Rashmikant
Durlabhji, Shri Vimal Chand Surana, local working
committee members comprising of Shri Vijay
Chordia (Convener, TEC), Shri Mehul Durlabhji (Co'
Convenet GTL), Shrl Rajiv lain , Shri Ashok Singhi,
and Dr. Nawal Agarwal and of course GIEPC.

We hope, the hard work done and services provided
in the last 34 years will improve and GTL will try to
g ive its best to the gem trade of the cou ntry.
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Gem News.,.Some Interesting stones at GTL.
Circular Rings in Diffusion (Surface) -

Treated Sapphire

Recently, we examined an interesting blue-
coloured oval mixed cut weighing 6.64 ct. When
viewed up uneven colouration of the stone was
easily visible commonly associated with surface
diffusion of corundum; refractive index of 1.762-
L.770; birefringence of 0.008 and specific gravity
of 3,98 conflrmed the material as corundum. Stone
did not exhibited any reaction under ultraviolet
light (long-wave and short-wave) and displayed a
weak iron band at 450nm in desk model
spectroscope.

The cause of blue colour became evident when the
stone was immersed in methylene iodide. The
colour was following the facets that exhibited
patchy colouration; the facets around the culet
appeared colourless or light coloured as those were
re-polished resulting in the loss of colour causing

lrmpurities. This confirmed the material as diffusion
treated,

The interesting feature of the stone was observed
when it was illuminated with fiber optic light at a
magniflcation of 25x. The stone displayed groups
and /or rows of some circular rings composed of
fine white particles. These inclusions have been
reported previously in Beryllium treated corundum
only, (AIso mentioned in last issue of Lab
Information Circular, Volume 44, June 2006)

A journal of Gem
Research Swiss Lab,
Contribution to
G e m o lo g y, N o.4,
December 2005, pg
54, states that "
Circu la t curved and
white lines associated
to former zones of

^ 's ilk. 14aonificationvso 10d x in the microscope. Fiber optic
illumination, This inclusion have so far only been
detected in Beryllium Treated blue sapphires.
Figures C18 to C22 in journal".

Such references provoked us to examine the stone
once again and was immersed in methylene iodide
to look for the colourless / yellow / orange coloured
rim but rve could not succeeded in observlng such
coloured rims, which are associated with beryllium
diffusion of sapphires. Due to the lack of
sophisticated equipment like LIBS or LA-ICP-lYS we
could not detect the presence of beryllium and the
stone was sim p ly identified as D iffusion Treated .

This is the time when beryllium treated corundum
is playing on our minds, and by observing such
inclusions in a simple surface diffusion; every stone
now is being looked with suspicion.

Axinite
A pinkish brown colour, pear shaped briolette, with
eye visible strong pleochroism; the colours being
colourless, purple pink and brown shades. Initially
the stone was assumed to be andalusite but
refractive index discarded the option. The readinqs
were measured at 1.67 1.68 with a birefringence
of 0.010. Specific gravity by hydrostatic method
was measured at 3.29. These values overlapped
with those for kornerupine and enstatite.

Visible spectrum exhibited several bands at 470,
490, 510 and 570 nm, characteristic for axinite.
These ba nds a re not en cou ntered in either enstatite
or kornerupine. Under magnification, stone was full
of liquid inclusions with iridescentfilms.

Axinite is divided into two groups as ferro-axinite
and mag nesio-axin ite, the properties observed in
the tested specimen indicated Sri-Lankan origin of
ferro-axin ite group.

Natural Sapphire with Unusual Inclusions
A 3.56 ct blue cushion-shaped mixed cut was
tested and certified at the Gem Testing Laboratory,
Jaipur, Indla. Refractive indices of t.760-1 770 and
a hydrostatic S.G. value of 3.99 confirmed the
sto ne as coru nd u m.

With magnification, the sample displayed some
unusual inclusion patterns. Long parallel needle-
like inclusions with some semicircular bends were
present, along with long slightly wavy fiber- or
needle-like structures (below left). The visual
appearance of both was similar to etch channels/
tu bes seen in stones such as sca polite or dia mond.

Additionally, the stone contained a reddish brown
to white inclusion, with a hexagonal cross-section,
that resembled a hockey stick (below right). Its
appearance varied from sugary to wavy to cloudy,
and in some areas, the inclusion gave the
impression of a hollow tube filled with foreign
material (probably qoeth ite).

When viewed at higher magnification using a fiber-
optic light, the stone displayed three directions of
platelets and short needles that were oriented at
approximately 60" to one another, which indicated
natural origin. The overall undamaged inclusion
pattern indicated that the sapphire had not been
subjected to h ig h-tem peratu re heat treatment.
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GTL...Results.,.
Following candidates have been declared
successful in the Gem ldentification Courses.

Diploma in cem ldentification- Batch 37

Gem Identification
- handle with

Celtificate
care!!

1. Apeksha Ja in
2. Ananya Gupta
3. Amit Soni
4, Sandeep Nischal
5, Ha rleen Kaur
6. Na resh Anchal

l" Overall
l" Practica l

Certificate Course in Gem Identification
1. Diwakar Toshniwal
2. Usman Ali
3. Anuj lYanihar

Masters' Diploma in Gem Identification
1. Nidhi lain

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL OUR STUDENTS
AND WE W]SH THEM ALL THE VERY BEST IN
ALL THEIR FUTURE ENDEAVOURS. WE HOPE
THEY WILL MAKE A VALUABLE CONTRIBUTION
TO THE GEM & ]EWELLERY TRADE.

A Quote....

'India, is the most agruable abode on the earth,

and the most pleasant quarter of the world.
Its dusl is purer than air,

and its air purer than puritl itself:
hs delightful plains resemble the gaiden of Paradise,

and the particles of its earth are

like rubies and corals"

- Sir H,M. Eliot & John Dawson

(as quoted in "Taziyatu L- Amsar", The History oflndia AsTold
By Its Own Historians, Vol,3, p.29.- taken from Dance of the
Peacock by Krishnan.U.R.B. and Kumar, lvl.S)

We regularly receive enquiries regarding the
authenticity of the gem identification reports
issued by GTL.

The buyers cal GTL for the confirmation of the
stone with issued reports but they are
disappointed since the certificates have been
modified during the transaction. Few instances
include changing the name of stone. a synthetic
stone becomes natural, a treated stones become
untreated and...,

Such malpractices affect the reputation of the
buyer as well as the GTL since a synthetic stone
becomes natural or otherwise on the tampered
certificate, while the same stone is certified as
what it is by any other lab.
Such enquiries are encountered almost once in a
month where the customers suffer the most as
they pay hefty amounts for the stones with a
ce rt ificate .

Looking at these probaems we are trying to find
out a way but for the time being it is a suggestion
to look atthe following.
1. Always ask for an original certificate and not a

photocopied.
2, Original certificate carries a coloured

photograph and is laminated.
3. The logo of GJEPC on the left hand top corner

is colou red and embossed,
4. Try to match the cut, coloui position of

inclusions in the stone and the photograph
given on the certificate.

5. If not satisfied, call or visit GTL for the
confi rmation of the certificate.
Hope you will cooperate us for the benefit of
trade.

A sample certificate
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Crossword
GTLian's Corner...

HINTS

ACROSS

2. a coll.cti\ e renn used fbri\\ o oi the 1oullhesr gem malerials. highly
respected rnChincse culture tl t

7. compan) rnvoh ed in frncture tllling ofdiamonds (1)

8. lhe former name ofan islandoriginalh associated$ ith geuda'
sapphircs t6)

9. gem materialalso kno*n as titanite'(6)
I L the oxide ofthis metal is commonly used as abrasive to produce fine

polish mgemstones(3)

lJ. a scale commonlyusedto represent colour(3)
15. term used to describe when no reaction ofa stone is visibie under

LrV lighr (5)

16. aresin similarto amber but muchyounger in age (5)

17. channels (inclusions) fonned by somc dislocations duringthe
growth (4)

DOWN
l. a newer diamond sinulanl exhibitjng a strong doubling and fine

needles(10)

2. abalck to darkbrown o.ganic gem materialwith brown stleak (3)

3. acronym for aman made material conmonly used as a diamond
simulant(2)

4. a common variety ofquartz which is correlated with the a body pan
of tiger(3)

5. gem / mineral commonly used in instrument likedichroscope (7)

6. what is common in morgaoite, kurEite. Tluiite (4)

8. sub-unil commonly used to measure the weight of gemstones (4)

10. a famous blue diamondoriginated from India(4)
12. spicule like inclusionsfoundin hydrothermal emeralds named afier

tbe appearance of(4)
14. presence ofthis impurity retards the fluorescence ingem stones (4)

ANSWERS

Acrossr 2, Jade; 7. Oved; 8. Ceylon; 9. Sphene; ll. Tin, 13. ClE, 15.
Inerl l6.Copal; l?. Etch

Down: l. Moissanite; 2. Jet; 3. AD; 4. Eyei 5. Calcite; 6. Pink; 8. Cent;
10. Hope; l2.Nail; 14. Iron

Puzzle
Find out all the possible words (Horizontal, Vertical or
Diagonal) related to gem and jewellery industry from the
box. Hint: Read the complete information circular! I

CC J

HOP
INR
NEV
ALU
LIB
CON
JAG
ASH
RUB

ETMU
ERIN
SALU
EPBP
T I TE
SCFR
CHAI
GEDD
EENO
YALT

ZOJ
GSI
MPA
MON
IKG
RE S

NYU
LAL
I MO
AIS

-Ansri,ers

Core. China. Lutite. Trapiche, Jet, Beryl, Peridot, Jagged,
Rings, LIBS, Spoke. Sheen, Filns, Altai. Jiangsu, Muzo,
Ruby, Cone, Ore, Conch, Hope, Mir, Chain, Lump.

Animals and gemmology...

The body parts or the appearance of animals are often
associated with some inclusions or features seen in
gemstones. Solve thisjumble are realize yourselves. . .

1 , This animal is found lying on the road crossings and
is one of the key features in identification natural
amethsyt_

2. The eye of this animal is what we get on
pseudomorphism aft ercrocidolite

3. The skin
Gilson opals

of this reptile is associated with synthetic

4. Tail ofthis mammal is characteristic inclusion found in
greenvariety ofand radite gamet

5. This bird's blood is associated with the best quality of
Bumrese ruby _

Now, anange the highlighted letters to answer the following
question:

All these gemstones with associated animals meet for make
up commonly in

Answers

1. Zebra,2.Tiger,3, Lizard, 4. Horse, 5. Pigeon
Make up (Treatment) iscommonlydone inThailand !
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Thc nrovement ofcolours fiom one position to another as the stone is tilted is described as play ofcolour.... these colours play
naking the obsen'er fascinatcd by this optical effect posscss by fcw gemstones. Few of the natural gcmstoncs that commonly
possess this phenomenon include opal, labradorite, spectrolite ldark coloured Labradorite), and ammonite. Stones like opal or
labradorite have already made theirmark in the gem industry sevcraldecades back, but ammonite is comparatiyely a newcrcntry.

Thcsc materials are still dcmanded on a routine and are evergreen trcnd! |

This fascinating optical elfect is produced by conbination of intcrference and diffraction oflight from minute sub-microscopic
particJcs (as in case of labradorite/ spectrolite) or structure of thc stonc (as in casc of opal). Play of colour in opal is duc to its
chamcteristic structure. which is a three dimensional packing of minute silica spheres. Whcn light falls on opal some ofthe light is
reflccted back from the surfhce while some are refracted wherc the rays get diffracted and then reflecl back. The rays reflected
back from the surface and inside. interferc with each othcrto produce spectral colour tlashes on the surface.

Thc intcnsity or strength ofplay ofcolour depends on the compactncss ofthe structure, i.e. how close thc silica spheres arc placed
andthc size ofthese sphcres. Thecloserand largerthe silica sphercs. better will be the colour flashes. For example. opal*,ith small
sphercs will cxhibit only violct or blue flashcs. rvhile opals wilh larger spheres can cxhibit red colour flashes. Better the colour
flashes seen, befter the price.

Sirnilarly. in case of labradorite/ spcctrolite play of colour is produced bv intert-erence and diffiaction of light l'rom minute
particlcs ofrnagnetite arranged in parallcl planes along twin planes.

The play of colour is bctter observed agairlst a dark background as comparcd to light. If a whitc opal is piaced on a dark
background, itsplay oicolour enhances. This isthereasonwhy opals are commonlycut alongwith its motherrockas abackingor
opal doublets are made or thcy are dyed black. Similarly, illabradorite and spectrolite arc compared, bctter play colour is seen in
spectrolite, which have a darker background or body colour.

Continuous demand for these stones with play ofcolour initiatcd to develop and create materials that could be used as effective
imitations. Some ofthe matcrials are synthctic opal, compositcs including opal doublcts/ triplets and opalitc. glass, p)astic. and
other siDrilar looking natural stones, which bccome simulant lbr each other. The propertics of various materials and their
simulanls are described in the following table.

Stone Optic Character RI SG lnclusions / Other Features

Opal SR/ADR(SRYAGG 1 .43 to 1.46 1 .95 - 2.20 Nafural . Flow patterns, cloudy and
dendritic inclusions, crystals, etc
Synthetic : Lizard skin effect, columnar
growth pattern, stable play of colour.
Sugar treated : Black peppery effect
Smoke treated : black cloudy effect
Composlfes : junction plane, trappedi
flattened qas bubbles.

Labradorite/
Spectrolite

DR/ Biaxial positive 1.560 - 1.570
Birefringence 0.08

Twin planes/ cleavage cracks, black
magnetite needles or flakes.

Ammonite AGG 't.530 - 1.685
Birefringence 0.155

2.70 Mosaic like pattern with iridescent
colours, spiral structure

Shell (Mother
of Pearl)

AGG '1.530-1.685
Birefrinqence 0.155

2.70 - 2.90 Fish scale pattern with uneven layers,
banded structure

Glass SR/ADR(SRYAGG 1 .49 to 1 .50 2.40 - 2.50 Gas bubbles, swirl marks, coloured
flakes, etc

Plastic SFY ADR(SR)/AGG 1 .485 or 1 .57 1.18 Bluish white fluorescence in LWUV.
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